Marked difference between self-aggregations of first and fourth repeat peptides on tau microtubule-binding domain in acidic solution.
The heparin-induced self-aggregation behaviours of four repeat peptides (R1-R4) in an acidic solution (pH = 4.5) were investigated by fluorescence and circular dichroism (CD) measurements and compared with those in a neutral solution (pH = 7.5). In contrast with the self-aggregation-resistive behaviours of the R1 and R4 repeat peptides in the neutral solution, the R4 peptide formed a filament similarly to the R2 and R3 peptides in the acidic solution, whereas the R1 peptide still showed resistive behaviour for filament formation. This is the first report on the markedly different self-aggregation behaviours of the first and fourth repeat peptides on tau microtubule-binding domain.